Making Holidays Happy
Great Gift Ideas for Everyone on the List

Sometimes even Santa can use a bit of help finding that perfect gift. Lands’ End is here to help, making it easy to find gifts by price, personality, gender and more with its online Gift Guide at LandsEnd.com/Gifts. Shoppers can sift through thousands of items in seconds and order exactly the right item to have it shipped, and even gift boxed, directly to the recipient. Here’s just some of the festive crowd-pleasing items to make it a merry season.

Great Gifts Under $50
• **CashTouch Scarves** are so soft they’ll never want to take them off, dozens of solids ($24.95) and plaids ($29.95).
• **Pleasant Ridge Reserve Cheese Gift Set** ($49.95) with everything needed for a complete cheese course.
• **Women’s Blanket Cape** ($49.95) in Light Cream Heather Stripe or Rich Red Check - one side fits most.
• **Candy!** Beloved Peppermint Crunch Cookies ($29.95), Snowflake Pretzels ($14.95), Sea Salt Caramels ($27.95), Butter Toffee ($29.95) and many more treats.
• **Gund Plush Bear** or **Polar Bear** ($49.95) designed exclusively adorable by Lands’ End, it’s a cuddly collectible.

Got to Have Them Gifts Under $25
• **Wine Bags**, embroidered with Santa and reindeer ($16.95), snowflakes ($16.95), silver or gold metallic velvet ($14.95).
• **Personalize a Pewter Ornament** ($14.95) and start a gift tradition. This year’s styles include polar bears, Santa, angel and woodland creatures.
• **Cold weather accessories** in classic prints, patterns and colors with details including faux fur, poms, cable knits and tech-friendly fingers on gloves.

Minimal guessing for sizes. Many under $25.
• **Balsam and Cedar Candle** ($9.95-$19.95) that smells like holiday in an attractive tin.
• **Kid’s Color the Earth** art set ($24.95), inflatable globe can be colored and personalized.

Live it Up! Luxe Lifestyle
• **Horse-Drawn Sleigh from Frey Company** ($9,500), custom, one-of-a-kind masterpiece for real-life dashing through the snow.
• **Cashmere** sweaters in a myriad colors, styles and silhouettes. **Men’s Classic Cashmere Cable Shawl Cardigan** ($399). **Women’s Cashmere Sweaters** ($129-$189).
• **Women’s Alpaca** blend sweaters in neutrals and colors, dolman and capes ($69.95-$169).
• **For the kids**, a **Speedster Fire Truck** or **Pickup Truck** ($129), **Giant Giraffe** ($99.95) or **Tiger Plush Toy** ($79.95).
• **Antler Bowl** ($99.95) in gold makes a woodsy statement on a holiday table.
• **Silver Fox Faux Fur Throw** ($99.95) and **pillow** ($59.95) are as cozy and soft as it is attractive.
Tech-Friendly

- **Women's Suede Tech Earmuff** ($44.95) in black or chestnut with built-in headphones allows wearer to plug in a device to stream favorite Christmas carols or the latest podcast.
- **Women's Mixed Media Glove** ($49.95) makes it easy to use a touchscreen without taking it off.
- **Waxed Canvas Briefcase** ($129) complete with a 15” padded laptop case.
- Vintage inspired **Men's Nylon Travel Kit** ($59.95) in Dark Moss Camo with leather accents – for toiletries or all those gadget cords and accessories.

Festive for Fido

- **Knit Plaid Jacket** ($34.95) in Blackwatch for a classic pooch.
- **Puffer Vest** ($39.95-$44.95) for added warmth in solid colors and Rich Red Buffalo Check.
- Personalized with a pet’s name, rectangular or round **Dog Bed Covers** in Rich Red Buffalo Check ($49.95-$79.95) and **Inserts** ($39.50-$69.50) are durable and comfortable with large chunks of recycled foam.
- **Found My Animal Dog Leash** ($64.95) and **Collar** ($49.95) in buffalo check for stylish walks in the park.
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